Personal Item
Presentation
Mrs. Harmon and Mrs. Ewell

Inside Out and Back Again
Ha went through many transitions in her life while both finding and fleeing
home. She and her family left many things behind including personal items they
felt helped define who they were as people.

If you had to flee home, and could only take one item with you, what would it be?
(Think silently in your head, we’ll be sharing out soon.)

Personal Item Presentation
You will create a 1-2 minute presentation about ONE item you own at home that
you think helps define YOU!
You will:
1) Bring this item in from home to share with the class.
2) Create a short (4 slide minimum, including your title page) Google Slide
presentation sharing the story of why this item is important to you.
3) You will be presenting on FRIDAY, and you WILL be timed to fit everyone in
the timeframe. Remember: 1-2 minutes isn’t that long!

Categories

1

2

3

4

Length of Presentation
(Time Limit)

Presented for less than
30 seconds.

Presented for 30-45
seconds.

Presented for 45-59
seconds.

Presented between 1-2
minutes.

Creativity

No theme was chosen.

A theme was chosen but
no extra visuals or effects
were included.

A theme is chosen, some
visuals

A clear theme can be
seen throughout the
presentation. Pictures
were added to guide the
presentation.

Grammar/
Punctuation

Many grammatical/
spelling errors throughout
the presentation. Slides
didn’t make sense.

2 or more
grammatical/punctuation
issues throughout the
presentation. Slides make
sense, but sentences do
not represent complete
thoughts.

2 or less
grammatical/punctuation
issues. Sentences are
well structured and
represent complete
thoughts.

No grammatical errors or
punctuation issues.
Spelling is correct and
sentences are highly
structured.

Presentation

Incomplete slides/did not
meet the required 4
slides. Hard to hear when
speaking. Didn’t connect
to the audience.
Presentation did not
include “a hook”.

Less than the required
amount of slides. Hard to
hear/understand when
speaking. Didn’t connect
to the audience.The
presenter read off the
slides the whole
presentation.

Less than the required
amount of slides. The
presenter had a good
speaking voice and
looked comfortable while
presenting. Included “a
hook” and did not read off
the slides.

All required slides are in
the presentation. The
presenter did not read
material off the slides.
The presenter had a great
speaking voice, good
posture, and included “a
hook”.

Log into your chromebook and go
to Google Slides. Title your
presentation with the item you’ll be
sharing and your name.

Title Slide
Let’s create your first slide
together!

Your title slide SHOULD include:
1) A title
2) Your name
3) The date of your presentation
(1/6/17)
4) Should set the theme for your
presentation!

Continue Working!
You will have this rotation today and tomorrow to complete your presentation
and have a staff member sign off on your slides.
Remember: DUE THIS FRIDAY JANUARY 6, 2017!

